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A Piece of Home

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/a-piece-of-home/

I just arrived at the Island of Tanna in Vanuatu, and decided to check out the Port Resolution Yacht Club
(a funny name for a place with only one other boat!). I poked around “the Club” a bit, looked through the
guest book and, when I looked up, what do I see? None other than a BCA burgee!

Nice to see a little piece of home when visiting one of the remotest of remote places.

Cheers to everyone at home in Canada!

 

About The Author

Chris Madsen

Sitka - Beneteau 42 sloop
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Chris is a BCA member who is living the dream, sailing in the South Pacific.

_______________________________________________
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Australia: The Top End

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/australia-the-top-end/

In the last article from Memories of a Circumnavigation Hugh and Heather made landfall in Australia.
The next segment of their world cruise sees them leaving Australia and venturing into what was for them,
a vast unknown. June 9, 2002 they departed Townsville and continued cruising more or less continuously
until June 20, 2003 when they arrived in Turkey. Nautical miles under their keel from Townsville to
Kemer, Turkey totaled 8,786.

 Lets continue to follow the adventures of Argonauta I, from when they began their journey in 1997 in the
Caribbean, until the completion of the circumnavigation in 2006, when they crossed their 1997 outbound
Caribbean track.

The route from Australia to Turkey took us from Townsville to Darwin, through South East Asia to
Thailand, across the Bay of Bengal to Sri Lanka and on to the Maldives. From the Maldives we sailed our
second longest non?stop passage of 2,155 nautical miles (nm), which took us through the gauntlet of
active piracy to the Horn of Africa. Passage north up the Red Sea was a battle against adverse winds,
saddened by the tragic death of a cruiser, as we negotiated the Coalition Naval Forces of the second Gulf
War. Eventually, we made it through the Suez Canal and visited Israel, only to be compelled to “Get out
of Dodge”, as fresh attacks erupted in Gaza. We left hurriedly for Cyprus and finally reached our safe
haven in Turkey.
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Yes, we stopped and toured, taking time to explore many countries. Still, there were specific seasonal
weather gates we had to consider, such as the North East Monsoon (December to April), to cross the
Indian Ocean. It was important to arrive at the southern end of the Red Sea around March/April to catch
favorable winds for at least the first half of the passage up to Suez.

In the next few episodes of Memories of a Circumnavigation we will trace these passages, including
many of the highlights. Sometimes we leave the yacht to tour inland, but we will not attempt any in-depth
coverage of these side trips.

Our Canadian recess ended January 29, 2002, when we flew out of Ottawa for Los Angeles and after a
short visit with cruising friends, went on to New Zealand where we toured by car for about a month.
Finally we flew into Brisbane, picked up our old car that had been left in the care of friends and drove up
the coast to Townsville. After a series of visits with Aussie friends, we eventually reached Townsville in
April 2002, and got to work preparing the yacht for its longest passage ever. We knew that getting the
boat ready would not be a quick task, so we sublet a house adjacent to Ross Haven Marina. In fact, we
could see Argonauta I from the kitchen window.

 Pre-splash in Townsville.

A month later, we splashed the boat and spent three weeks at Breakwater Marina, also in Townsville,
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doing further preparation. Among the many projects was the installation of Inmarsat C and replacement
of the #2 battery bank: four golf cart Trojans. Finally it was time to go. We deposited our old car at the
local wreckers, did some serious provisioning and on Sunday, June 9 we departed Townsville.

By this time, the “Aussie Navy” was on its way north, so we linked up with local cruisers as we
gunkholed further up the coast. First stop was good old Magnetic Island, where we settled in for a night.
Next morning, we were visited by a large flock of at least twenty Rainbow Lorikeets. One even sipped
our coffee. It was a great omen for the beginning of this series of passages.

 Rainbow Lorikeets.

We made our way north, eventually arriving at Dunk Island where we linked up with two Australian
yachts. One of them was Afterglow, pictured leaving Dunk Island, with serious downwind rig.
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Afterglow leaving Dunk Island.

We departed Dunk Island early morning in the company of the Australia cruisers and by late afternoon,
we reached Fitzroy Island, just short of Cairns. This passage made it clear that we were inadequately
equipped for downwind sailing in the short, choppy, very windy conditions common inside the Great
Barrier Reef. One must maintain a precise heading to stay within confines of the channel, while sailing
wing on wing, or “gull winged” as the locals call it. The passage started well but conditions became
heavier, quickly exceeding the capability of our inadequate autopilot (Autohelm 4000 Wheel Pilot). The
Cape Horn wind vane could not maintain a precise enough heading and the Tiller Autopilot attached to
the wind vane was no better. To make matters worse, the clutch lever on the 4000 failed, locking up the
wheel and forcing us to overpower the mechanism to steer the boat. Not a good situation.

By this time we were reefed down, watching the Australian boats leave us in their wake. With Heather
struggling to steer, I worked to remove the broken wheel pilot. In two metre seas, this was not easy but
we did it. Then we hand steered. Bottom line: for downwind sailing within the reef, without precise
heading control, the passages become extremely tiring and unpleasant, even dangerous. We later learned
the two Aussie boats both had strong autopilots with hydraulic actuators. Downwind sailing in short
shallow seas in winds often exceeding 20 knots could be expected all the way to Darwin. It was clear
what we needed to do; install a brute of an autopilot. In Cairns, at Marlin Marina, we contracted to install
an Australian built TMQ 50 autopilot with a hydraulic actuator.
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That took the better part of a week and, once it had successfully passed sea trials, we headed up the coast
another 35 nm to Port Douglas. At Marina Mirage, we rented a car and picked up our nephew, David,
who arrived in Cairns on July 2. Renting a car allowed us to show him Cairns and the nearby areas of
interest before we “tied him to the mast” for the trip to Darwin.

Heather ponders whether there are any people out there whose spouse passionately wants to sail around
the world and who has some trepidation, anxiety or antipathy toward the dream? During our voyage,
Sailors by Marriage shared experiences, concerns and emotions. No, it is not all tropical sunsets and
romantic idylls. There is fear, pain, anger and boredom along the way. So when the Skipper suggested
bringing a nephew to travel with us, I was delighted. Having a strong young man to carry out deck chores
and share long hours of night watch seemed like a welcome gift. Indeed, David was fine crew and we are
still friends!

 David aboard.

The coastal passage inside the Great Barrier Reef stretches all the way to Cape York, known as the “Top
End” of Queensland. Our reference guide; Cruising the Coral Coast, by Alan Lucas proved reliable and
comprehensive. Together with a series of medium scale charts and the precision of our chart plotter, we
made no mistakes. We day-sailed much of it. A couple of pleasant anchorages saw us soon cover the 116
nm to fabled Lizard Island, home of one of the most isolated luxury resorts in Australia. We anchored in
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the secure bay and found the Marlin Bar, which caters to non?resort visitors. We spent three glorious days
at anchor, hiking the Island and snorkeling the reefs.

Moving on 54 nm to Ninian Bay set us up for a great triumph. Australians had been fervently
encouraging us to fish. In deference to them, we went out and bought all the necessary gear, including
something called a “barra assassinator”. Heather, in her new role of fisherperson, spent the better part of
two afternoons poised to receive Neptune’s offerings. To her great relief, no barra, indeed nary a creature
of the piscatorial persuasion appeared. That did not last!

We departed Ninian Bay early morning. We were able to sail so we deployed our new fishing line.
Almost immediately, we caught a small mackerel. After two hours, we hooked a monster! It turned out to
be a Spanish Mackerel 46.5? in length, weighing just over 40 pounds. It was a group effort to boat it.
Heather and I had immediately pulled in the genoa to slow down. Then we found a glove. Naturally all
this happened at a crucial navigation point, a rocky shoal, which we had to leave to port. David hauled the
fish in close to the boat, cut his hands on the line, and handed it to me to gaff aboard. A major battle in
the cockpit was reduced by pouring rubbing alcohol into the fish’s gills. Still anesthetized, it nevertheless
bled profusely in the subduing process.  The cockpit resembled a war zone! Universal jubilation! Once at
anchor at Flinders Island, we cut it up into some steaks and filleted the remainder. More mess, but the
freezer was full of fish. We gave some to a nearby Norwegian boat, a single-hander who joined us for a
fish supper. The next day, Heather made ‘poisson cru’ for lunch. No one suffered ill effects!
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 Spanish mackerel.

Once David had become reasonably familiar with the yacht, we decided to do a short,  80 nm, night
passage, just to the east of Cape York. We set out from Shelburne Bay early evening in ESE winds of 15
to 25 knots and anchored on the Cape York Peninsula in Shallow Bay off Albany Passage early morning
July 22.

David got to do his first night watch. We had track guidance at the helm and he quickly grasped how to
use the autopilot to maintain track. I relaxed down below, facing the radar and chart plotter screens, while
listening to the occasional “beep” from the autopilot control head as he made heading adjustments to
maintain track. He did well, which was important given we had two long passages coming up to transit
The Torres Strait and Arafura Sea to reach Darwin.

Shallow Bay is salt water crocodile country. These aggressive beasts are at the top of the food chain and
pose serious threats to just about anything, including yachties. One cannot travel this area without hearing
of some unwary soul becoming dinner. Another threat is the box jelly fish. Entanglement in its stingers is
usually lethal, so if one does venture into the water while at anchor, wearing a full body Lycra stinger suit
is essential, but “salties” are not put off by Lycra. Undeterred, David and I dinghied ashore and hiked the
beach, keeping an eye open for crocodile tracks. We saw none and returned to the boat. Then, while
cleaning out the water maker pre-filter, we dropped the cup overboard! With no crocs in sight, in my
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stinger suit, I risked a quick snorkel to retrieve it. Somewhat foolish and unsuccessful as the water was so
murky I could not see anything. Heather was not amused! Later, I pondered my folly, resolving to take
Northern Territorial waters more seriously.

 Salt water crocodiles.

Horn island was only 25 nm further, so next day we anchored there late morning. The location was more
sheltered than Thursday Island, which we visited by ferry. We made the obligatory check in with
Customs and enjoyed a lobster dinner at the Grand Hotel.

Late morning July 25 we left Horn Island for Cape Wessel, a passage of 326 nm, which we expected
would take two nights. We planned to anchor for a couple of days in Two Island Bay, Marchinbar Island.
The Wessls, as they are known, are about midway to Darwin. It was downwind all the way in a decent
ESE wind of 15 kn. Marchinbar Island is perhaps one of the most remote locations we had visited. The
Island is a series of beautiful sandy bays with nothing but scrub vegetation inland. Two Island Bay is
deeply indented with complete protection from any stray swell. Absolute isolation in this idyllic location
is a rare experience and something we really appreciated. At the same time, we realized that we were
indeed alone and must rely entirely on our own resources. We hiked the beaches, mindful of crocodiles
and prepared for the final passage across the top of the continent to Darwin.
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Routing was from Marchinbar Island to Cape Don at the entrance to the Van Diemen Gulf, then through
Clarence Strait to Beagle Gulf and Darwin. The passage poses a planning challenge; tide gates are what it
is all about. One must arrive at the entrance to the Van Diemen Gulf about 5 hours before high water in
Darwin. That demands a plus/minus 30 minute arrival to a point some 300 nm from the Wessels. Miss the
tide gate and expect to be driven off towards Timor, with perhaps a 24 hour delay in arrival at Darwin.
That is because of the very strong tidal currents in the Van Diemen and Beagle Gulfs and the connecting
Clarence Strait. Tidal flow can meet or exceed best boat speed through the water, so passage towards
Darwin is not possible in a contrary current.

High water in Darwin was 1027h, so we aimed to hit the tide gate at 0600 hours local time. Using an
estimated average speed of 6 knots, we raised anchor in The Wessels at 0500 hours July 30 and set off in
ideal sailing conditions: wind from ESE at 15 kn. Soon the wind was approaching 25 kn and by then we
had the number two reef in the mainsail and most of the Genoa rolled up. A speed over ground of 8 kn for
much of the first 18 hours put us well ahead of schedule. With a similar weather forecast, we furled the
Genoa entirely, which still gave us a speed of 7 kn. The wind began to drop back to an easterly at 12 to
15K and soon we had all sails back up and were enjoying perfect conditions. With nightfall on the second
day, the wind dropped to below 10 kn and with 50 nm to the gate, and less than 10 hours to go, I began to
wish that we had not slowed down when we had the wind. By midnight it was obvious we would have to
motor to make our tide gate arrival. Six hours of engine time brought us to the tide gate more or less on
time. With dawn, we were blessed with a 12 kn wind from the SSE, making for a close hauled sail south
to Abbots Shoal, the entrance to the Clarence Passage. We really benefited from the tide and at times
made over 10 kn. Then the wind died for the duration, so we dieseled along at 2200 RPM and through the
narrow bits we made over 12 kn. Once in the Beagle Gulf, we continued to ride a favorable tidal flow all
the way to Darwin.

Cruising guidance was sketchy about Darwin approaches, so we followed the steamer entry tracks to
avoid any night time groping in the shallows. With the help of our C?Map chart plotter, GPS, radar and
the assurance of a yachtie friend in the anchorage monitoring our progress, we dropped the hook safely at
2200h August 1, 2002 and had a well-earned drink.
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 Uplocking in Darwin.

With tides almost as extreme as the Bay of Fundy, marinas in Darwin are reached by a series of locks.
Next day, we up-locked to Cullen Bay Marina, which became our home until September 10 when we
down-locked to depart Australia bound for Bali, Indonesia.

About The Author

Hugh & Heather Bacon

Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 
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Back in the Land of the Cactii

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/back-in-the-land-of-the-cactii/

We have successfully splashed Hoku Pa’a and are pleased to report that there were no significant
surprises upon our return to Guaymas in the Mexican state of Sonora. As of December 2018, we’ve been
on the water for two weeks.

As is our want, we headed off in the opposite direction from most folks. It’s not our intention to be anti-
social, but we didn’t know when the next opportunity would arise to explore the area north of Guaymas.
Most people head south at this time of year, seeking warmth. It is admittedly cooler in our area. Actually,
it feels quite a bit like cruising in the Gulf Islands in the summer: low 20s°C during the day, with
somewhat warmer water, around 17-18 °C, and more current/tides than farther south. We haven’t been
away from Victoria for so long that we can’t adjust.  Occasionally, I wonder what news we are missing,
but then notice that I am not missing it at all. In the meanwhile, we are enjoying the remoteness of this
area, and have plenty of swing room in the anchorages!

Although it has been a bit tricky to find anchorages with good protection, especially from the north winds
that are prevalent in winter, we have had no lack of beauty and things to admire or catch our interest.
First, there is the wonderful fragrance we refer to as “desert smell”, that becomes particularly noticeable
in the evenings. Colourful sunsets are followed by spectacular star gazing. Wildlife watching is always a
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favourite pastime – so far we’ve encountered dolphins, sea lions, turtles and coyotes. There was also a
large lizard, but some raptor feasted on it. We found it especially entertaining to listen to the barks, snorts,
growls and other assorted noises coming from the sea lion colony at Isla San Estebán.

Hiking in the arroyos has shown us an impressive variety of plant life, which surprises us, because we
expected a place that grows cactii to be less verdant. I suppose the rainy season has just passed. It looks
like spring to us, as butterflies flit over flowers and low buzzing emanates from bees in bushes. Lots of
life, although we could do without the small biting black flies. While it may be fairly lush now, many of
the plants are prickly and the spines often have small barbs that make them tough to pull out. Despite a
little-too-close encounter with a cholla, we are enjoying seeing the many types of cactii and continue to
be amazed at just how huge some of them get.
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So far, all is well and we are happy to be back in the land of the cactii!

In January 2019, we’ve covered many miles and visited several beautiful places. We made a To-Do list a
few weeks ago, but it was written in the sand at low tide.

Although going to the Midriff Islands and surrounding area during the winter meant the winds kept us
moving, the cooler air has kept our provisions fresher and we have enjoyed the peacefulness of sharing
anchorages with only the wildlife. Hiking is more comfortable when you aren’t drenched in sweat.
Despite the chilly waters, we’ve even added a few new critters to the Fish ID section of our website.
Nonetheless, we were happy to reach Santa Rosalía on Christmas Eve and reconnect to the World Wide
Web, hot showers and places to spend money. If you want to see more of what we’ve been up to, you are
invited to check out our blog.

About The Author

Barb Peck & Bjarne Hansen

Hoku Pa'a - Niagara 35

From 2004-2006 Barb and Bjarne sailed the South Pacific on Freya, their 30' Hunter-Vogel. Upon
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returning to Victoria they have participated in the VI Watch and supported fleet members preparing to go
offshore. After some wonderful cruising in local waters they
headed south again in 2015. Hoku Pa'a, their Niagara 35, is ship-shape again after her unfortunate
encounter with Hurricane Newton, and Barb and Bjarne are now happily exploring the Sea of Cortez. 

_______________________________________________
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2019 Gwaii Haanas Urban Orientation Sessions Announced by
Parks Canada

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/2019-gwaii-haanas-urban-orientation-sessions-announced-
by-parks-canada/

Anna Maria Husband, Visitor Services Team Leader, Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, National
Marine Conservation Area Reserve and Haida Heritage Site recently advised BCA that Parks Canada has
again scheduled orientation sessions in the Lower Mainland and on Vancouver Island.

This 90 minute orientation session is mandatory before you can visit this amazingly beautiful area of
British Columbia.  Parks Canada recognizes that the travel plans of most boaters involve crossing the
South Hecate and entering Gwaii Haanas from the southern tip, which makes attending an information
session in Skidegate awkward and/or problematic.  Attending an orientation session in southern BC will
allow you to enter the area by boat, directly from the Mainland Coast after you have made your
reservations, thus making passage to the area far more convenient.

Signage is intentionally minimized in Gwaii Haanas to protect the wilderness experience, which is one of
the reasons why all visitors are required to attend a pre-trip orientation. The presentation reviews current
safety information and traveler protocols, and discusses appropriate conduct while visiting Gwaii Haanas
to ensure that the area, as well as the experience of other visitors, is protected. It is also an opportunity for
visitors to ask questions about their upcoming trip and ensure that they have the information that they
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need.  It is a legal requirement for all visitors to attend the orientation annually.

These are the dates for the Lower Mainland and VI orientations in 2019:

Wednesday, March 6 at 7:00 PM – Vancouver Public Library (Library Square) 350 West Georgia
St
Friday, March 8 at 6:00 PM – Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea, 9811 Sea Port Place, Sidney

The Orientation is FREE of charge, so even if you are just thinking about going to Gwaii Haanas this year
or would like to learn more, please attend to find out what’s involved in visiting this part of the world.
Regardless, you will be glad you did. No reservations are required to attend the orientation.  However,
cruisers who have made a reservation to visit Gwaii Haanas prior to these orientations will be able to pick
up their trip permits at the end of the session.

If you have any questions and/or would like to make a reservation to visit Gwaii Haanas this year, please
feel free to contact Anna Maria directly; she will be pleased to assist.

Feature photo credits: Sgan Gwaay Village (© Parks Canada/Maggie Stronge); Tufted Puffin (© Parks Canada/Carey Bergman); Mount Yatza (©
Parks Canada/Charlotte Houston); Humpback (© Parks Canada/Daniel McNeill)
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About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
was BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and happily took on the role of Past Commodore in 2017.

_______________________________________________
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Meaningful Keepsakes

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/meaningful-keepsakes/

This is Barry and I when we accepted our BCA circumnavigation award in December 2017. The two tall
volunteers are holding up a quilt my mother made us. She has quilted for many years and as we sailed
across oceans, I would stop and buy exotic fabric that caught my eye. On one occasion in Fiji, I
presented, via great Internet access, my mother with a selection of fabrics to choose from.

As we neared the end of our voyage, my Mom was wrapping up her quilting career. I asked if she would
make me a quilt from the remaining pieces of cloth I had sent her. My sister-in-law, who is also a quilter,
heard about the project and encouraged my Mom to purchase the fabric map of the world that is the
quilt’s focal point. I embroidered our route on the quilt, changing thread for each year of our voyage. I
also embroidered a number of island nations that were not on the map, such as the Marquesas, Mauritius,
St. Helena, the Canaries and the Cape Verde Islands.
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In 2005, before we left Victoria, my Mom quilted a cover for our table on Cat’s-Paw IV. By the summer
of 2018, it was getting quite worn, so I asked if she would make me a new one. I suggested she use
remaining scraps from the material I had previously sent her. I thought a circle would be nice in the
centre, as it would complement the cut out for the mast. I had not realized that circles are not generally
used in the quilting so my request caused my Mom a few headaches. She machine quilted it herself at the
age of 90.

Now, I have two absolutely gorgeous keepsakes from our sail around the world. I keep the quilt in our
Red Deer apartment and the tablecloth adorns the boat, our winter home, which is now located in the Sea
of Cortez. Each piece of cloth evokes memories of the places where we purchased them, the adventures
we undertook to find the fabrics and the cultures that produced them in all their magnificent designs and
colours.

About The Author

Ann Lange

Cat's-Paw IV - Fast Passage, 40, Cutter rigged

Members of the VI Chapter and the Fleet of 2006, Ann and Barry completed their circumnavigation in
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May 2017, when they returned to Golfito, Costa Rica. The winter of 2018 saw them bring Cat’s-Paw IV
up the Pacific coast of Central America and sail into the Sea of Cortez. They plan to be snowbirds for a
few years, wintering in Mexico.

_______________________________________________
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Cape Verde Is Calling

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/cape-verde-is-calling/

Preceding a passage there is often a certain measure of healthy trepidation that swells up in a sailor’s
blood, regardless of the amount of courage that runs through the veins. Prudent weather analysis helps to
quell that uneasiness. However, the sailor with any amount of nautical miles under their keel has learned
that the sea, and its accomplice the wind, can conspire to teach a lesson to those who pass through their
domain with a lack of respect for their potential powers.

And so once again, after a close watch of forecasts and an assuage to the sea and wind with a tithing of
respect, we left Canary Islands in the early afternoon under sunny skies. It was a comparatively short
passage of 8 days taking us south, brushing the shoulder of west Africa, past Dakar and the shores of
western Sahara, to the Cape Verde Islands.

Although we were about 80 nautical miles off the coast, the Sahara reminded us of its presence with a
faint terrestrial scent that wafted over the waves and broke the monotony of the night watch. A
mysterious foreign scent that conjured images of bygone years of a silhouette of a chain of camels in a
ghostly caravan, trekking along the ridges of those endless and great barren desert dunes of the Sahara.

More than once I have been alerted by an earthy scent that landfall, not yet within sight, was imminent.
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For the ancient sailor, this sense was just one of their “aids to navigation”. While full advantage should
be taken of modern advancements in marine safety, technical dependency can allow for the atrophy of
instincts and the replacement of intuition in the modern-day mariner, and that would be a shame.

Having said that, we have embraced yet another system aboard our boat. To those unfamiliar with the
Garmin InReach product line, it is a satellite communication system allowing SOS, texting, and emails
and is well worth considering. During our passage, Adam Wanczura, an associate member of the
Bluewater Cruising Association, acted as our weather guru. He sifted through weather data found on the
Internet and kept us up-to-date on what to expect from the weather along our route via the InReach
system. It worked great. Thank you, Adam!

For passages, it is just Judy and me aboard. There are only a few welcomed exceptions and one is our
friend the moon. During our passage, it showed up with a majestic profile and radiance that was more
than adequate to spread a carpet of diamond sparkles over the waves and usher us to a new land. Another
welcomed guest was a pod of small dolphins. They were unusually small but, as usual, they gaily
cavorted in Sea Turtle‘s bow waves.

On another occasion, after the moon abandoned us to chase the sun over the horizon and left us in an inky
darkness, a pod of dolphins came upon us like a naval attack with a bio-illumination spectacle. I only took
notice because during my regular groggy 360° visual, I did a double-take at a bizarre sight I couldn’t
initially comprehend. It looked as though there was a rapid fire of silver bullets streaking across our bow
and out into the dark starboard oblivion. Adding to that surreal display were curious trails of light zipping
erratically through the water, breaking the surface and barely missing our bow. Were we under attack?
Was I hallucinating? Was I not awake yet or so tired I was seeing things? I’ve read stories of sailors so
deprived of sleep that they enter another dimension of reality. Fortunately, these strange sites quickly
jarred me fully awake faster than a triple shot of Moroccan espresso.

What I was truly seeing were not errant torpedoes but those small, exuberant dolphins. They came to not
only play in the phosphorescence of our bow waves, but also for a midnight snack. The bullet-like
phosphorescence streaks were actually flying fish not having such a grand old time. They were jarred
awake from their aquatic slumber by these behemoths roaring at them and were being hunted. As the
flying fish catapulted themselves into the blacker than black night, the light from our various running
lights reflected off their large eyes, which were even larger because of their predicament. Their frantic
trajectory left bio-luminescence trails in their slipstream.

Chanty, our cat, knowing that on deck were fish left from the night’s encounter, was meowing like a cat
possessed wanting out. Relenting, we leashed her and took her out. Normally, when she sees a fish, she
dashes at it like a toad’s tongue to a tick, but this time she halted as though dumbstruck. When we
investigated, we saw dozens of flying fish had their final flight plan end on Sea Turtle‘s deck. Our
cleanup yielded 91 fish, 1 squid and a whole lot of scales. Of those, Chanty had her pick of the litter.
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 Small
sample of flying fleet

I didn’t need to be hit on the head with the boom to deduce that we were finally in waters with some fish
to catch, so I dragged a line and lure. It wasn’t 10 minutes before the bell on the end of the rod was
dinging and the line was spooling fast. I wrestled with the rod and saw a  whopper jumping and fighting. I
think it was a Wahoo. Eventually, the ‘big one got away’. One point for the fish, zero for the fisherman.

Right away, the line out went for another try and again, in just a few short minutes, I got another bite.
With Chanty encouraging me with excited meows, I successfully landed a nice Mahi Mahi. One for the
fish, one for the fisherman.
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 A tasty catch

We had a variety of weather and sea conditions during the passage. The first day, we ran downwind in
brisk 30-knot winds. As steep short waves kicked us along, we flew a poled-out staysail to port and a
poled-out genoa, furled to a third, on starboard. When the winds died down, we gradually unfurled the
genoa. As the sea transformed from short waves to long swells, we continued downwind, enduring a
sloppy roll for much of the passage.

After leaving an almost straight track for 892 nautical miles, on the morning of the 8th day we pulled into
the large bay of Porto Grande. We anchored in front of Mindelo, the capitol of the Cape Verde Island of
Sao Vicente. Check-in with Immigration and Police, both a short walk away, was friendly and easy.

If we had been asked what we expected Cape Verde to be like, we would have thought of a verdant
landscape, as in the translation of the word, ‘verde’, which is ‘green’. However, the arid climate offers a
landscape void of greenery (maybe an antonym was chosen for the Island’s name to conceal the lack of
greenery, similar to what was done with Greenland). It is a better name than, ‘Brown Cape’, or ‘Hazy
Cape’, and probably works to promote tourism (there was a constant haze of dust from the nearby
African desert, brought across by the prevailing winds). In spite of all this, there is a rugged beauty to
behold.
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 Many hazy days

This country, having relatively recently gained independence, is making great strides at improving
conditions for its citizens. By encouraging tourism, capitalizing on the strong fishing industry, and
making education mandatory, to name a few initiatives, the standard of living has increased well above
other African nations.

Of interest to yachties, the word was to be a little more vigilant about boat theft, but otherwise the
location felt safe. Basic supermarket provisioning is available and the local open markets provide a good
selection of produce. The fish market is a bustling affair with a prodigious amount of large pelagic fish,
such as tuna, Wahoo, etc.
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 Local boats

We were pleasantly surprised to be able to get our spare propane tank filled quickly and easily, even
though it has an American fitting and the tank has expired according to European law. We previously
filled the tank in Gibraltar and it cost us over $100 CDN. Here it cost about $11 CDN.

As I write, we have another couple of days before crossing the Pond. The only things to do now are a
quick bottom scrub and top  up our fuel and larders. Oh yes, and a prudent weather forecast check and
pay our respects to the sea and the wind.

About The Author

Jordan & Judy Mills

Sea Turtle IV - Endurance Centre-Cockpit 35'

Jordan & Judy Mills have been members of BCA since 2005. They embarked on their circumnavigation
in 2009 from Victoria on SV Sea Turtle IV, an Endurance 35. With over 36,000 NM under the keel so far,
they have seen many faraway places like Easter Island, South Chile, Galapagos, and did the coconut run
summering in New Zealand. Then it was over to Indonesia and SE Asia. It wasn’t all sailing; they have
done extensive land travels along the way. Most recently they did the Red Sea passage and are in the Med
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(Summer 2017). As they say, it’s all downhill from there.

_______________________________________________
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Bahamas Cruising

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/bahamas-cruising/

Having sold our Sparkman and Stephens yawl, Fairwyn, in December and being boatless for the first
time since 1971, we were delighted to be invited to cruise in the Bahamas last March.  In fact, before he
had even finished reading the email invitation, Stephen had said “Yes”.

The invitation came from Bob Benner and Connie Van Bussel, an Ontario couple we had met in 2012 in
the Mediterranean, on their Cabo Rico 38’, Meredith. In fact, we celebrated Canada Day with them at
Hammamet Marina in Tunisia. The photo of Fairwyn, dressed for the occasion, was on the cover of the
print version of Currents in October of 2012.
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After that first meeting, we enjoyed several encounters with Meredith, including a winter at Marina de
Ragusa, Sicily, and stops in Rabat, Morocco, Santa Cruz in Tenerife, Canary Islands, and Jolly Harbour
in Antigua.

Since 2014, Meredith has spent summers in Florida or North Carolina while her owners returned to
Ontario. In winter they sail to the Bahamas and thus know the islands well.

Their invitation to cruise offered us various areas to explore: the Exumas, in the centre of the Bahamas,
where we could join them by flying to Georgetown; or Eleuthera and the Abacos, both in the northeast.
We decided on the Abacos because we knew Bob and Connie wanted to start returning north in mid-
April. The Abacos are just over 100 miles northeast of Nassau, the Bahamian capital on New Providence
Island. The Bahamas are a 120-mile string of islands and cays, stretching from Latitudes 23 to 28 degrees
north in the western Atlantic off Florida. They have a scattered population of 400,000.

Meredith at anchor at Marsh Harbour

To join Meredith we flew from Vancouver to Toronto, on to Nassau, and then by small plane to Marsh
Harbour, Abaco. Before our departure, Bob asked us if we would be willing to carry a new linear drive
for their autopilot. They didn’t need an autopilot to cruise around the Bahamas, but they wanted it to be
operational on their overnight crossing of the Gulf Stream.

It was easy to pick up the drive in Vancouver and, despite its carton’s 44’’ length, to carry it as regular
baggage. The drive came into the Bahamas duty-free for a yacht in transit (we had to show copies of the
invoice and Meredith’s registration), but Customs charged VAT of 5%, apparently a deal since it is
usually 7%.
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Meredith came into a marina in Marsh Harbour to meet us and we set off to cruise the Sea of Abaco, a
body of water ranging from two to four nautical miles wide between Great Abaco and the line of narrow
cays that protect it from the Atlantic. The first stop was Hope Town on Elbow Cay, with its 1862 red-and-
white striped lighthouse, that has a rare kerosene fired light. Two light keepers share the night shifts,
cranking the weight up to the top once every few hours to keep the light turning.

 The lighthouse at Hope Town.

Hope Town is one of the towns settled by Loyalists after the War of Independence in the U.S.A. It is now
a place where many tourists have bought property and built houses. The harbour is surrounded by
restaurants, resorts, dive shops, ferry landings, and boat rental agencies. Cruisers who want a spot in the
harbour need to rent a mooring buoy. If they do not have one, the anchorage just outside the bay is safe in
settled weather.
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 Hope Town harbour from the Elbow Reef lighthouse.

Like Hope Town, nearby Man-o-War Cay was settled by United Empire  Loyalists. Among them the
Albury family became known for boat building. They successfully made the transition from wood to
fibreglass, and Albury 20’ and 23’ boats abound, used by Bahamians and tourists alike.
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 Man-O-War Cay: Our hostess, Connie van Bussel, negotiates for cookies from schoolkids saving for a
trip to Eleuthera.

Both cays are so narrow that a less than five-minute walk takes you across the Island to the Atlantic. On
my first walk across Elbow Cay, I saw the turquoise water of the ocean framed by palm trees – just like
all those ads for tropical vacations – but the colour was real, not photo-shopped. Near the north end of
Man-o-War Cay, a two-metre wide path of coral rock is all that separates the Bay from the sea. The day
we were there, Atlantic waves burst right over the path.  We restricted our swimming to inside.

As we made our way south, we carefully navigated the passage between Lubbers Cay and Elbow Cay.
The water in the whole of the Sea of Abaco is shallow, rarely more than twelve feet, but this passage was
about six feet. Skipper Bob sent Connie and me up to the bow to redistribute weight and to watch for
shallowing. It was a bit tense for the bow watchers, but we made our way through without touching
bottom.
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 Bob Benner and Connie van Bussel navigate their Cabo 38 sloop Meredith through the Bahamas.

Our goal was the Tilloo Bank, a huge sandy bank that almost dries. We anchored off the bank in ten feet
of water and took the dinghy to the bank where we, as Skipper Bob said, “cavorted” in the shallow water
over the white sand bottom. The next day we tried to find a blue hole (underwater sink hole) reported to
be in the Bight of Old Robinson (great name, eh?). Unfortunately, the tide was falling to such an extent
that it was pouring out of the lagoon that is supposed to be the site of the blue hole, and we kept hitting
the bottom with the dinghy motor.

In the middle of the night, the chicken-baited hook lying on the bottom enticed an Abacore tuna. No
sooner was that packed away in the fridge and Bob and Connie back to sleep in the quarter berth, than
another fish struck. The fish were delicious both grilled and later cold in sandwiches.

With short passages and shallow water, we did not get much sailing in, but we pulled out the Genoa a
couple of times. This was not a disappointment since our motive for the cruise was to see and experience
Abaco cays and islands.

Almost all the food in the Bahamas is imported. Exceptions are conch, pineapples from Eleuthera, and the
recent growing of market vegetables available in farmers’ markets. As a result, food is expensive both in
supermarkets and in restaurants. For Canadians, it is even more expensive because the Bahamian dollar is
linked to the American dollar. We understand why Meredith was provisioned in the US before they sailed
to the Bahamas. It is difficult to get a meal in a restaurant for less than $CAD 60 per person.
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 Marsh Harbour: Heading for the “Circle of Colours” restaurant.

There are two main Bahamian breweries, Kalik and Sands, that have a variety of types of beer and ale.
We particularly liked “66”, a pale ale named for the 66 steps in the Nassau Queen’s Staircase that leads
from downtown to Fort Fincastle. Local beers range from $CAD 8 to 11 in a pub and are three for $CAD
8 in a beer store.

Conch, a giant sea snail with a beautiful shell, is available directly from fishermen. It is prepared as a
salad, with lime juice, onions, and hot peppers (like a Ceviche), grilled, deep fried in a hamburger bun, or
in conch fritters with a spicy dipping sauce. Macaroni and cheese is very popular, supposedly dating from
the arrival of English colonists in the mid-1700s. Because many Bahamians could not afford fresh milk,
the mac-and-cheese was made with evaporated milk. Bahamians have also adapted mac-and-cheese to
their taste, so you will find it with chicken, hot sauce, or peppers, and people sometimes eat it with
ketchup. Also popular as side dishes are fried plantains, peas and rice, potato salad, and coleslaw.

We were very appreciative of escaping some of the wet March weather in Vancouver and of having a
chance to cruise in another area of the Bahamas (we had rather rapidly cruised through the Exuma Cays
on our way to Florida in 2014). Thanks again to Skipper Bob and redoubtable first mate Connie for a
relaxing and warm holiday.

Cover photo credit:  Connie van Bussel
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About The Author

Stephen and Nancy Carlman

Fairwyn - Sparkman & Stephens, 42 Yawl

Stephen and Nancy Carlman first joined BCA in the very early days--1979 we think--but let our
membership lapse until 1993. In 1999 we sailed away from Vancouver and ended up cruising for 15 years
mainly to the Mediterranean and back, with long stops in Mexico, Ecuador, Cartagena, the Rio Dulce,
Louisiana, Virginia, Halifax, the Azores, Sardinia, Malta, and Sicily.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: February 2019

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-february-2019/

The February meeting of the Vancouver BCA Fleet of 2019 was held at the Scottish Cultural Centre on
February 26 with David Sutcliffe presenting on Safety at Sea. The presentation revolved around a main
theme: staying on board. It is well known that the chances of survival are greatly reduced after falling
overboard.

David provided several examples to illustrate this theme. In the order of least to most safe, he presented
different tethers with several types of hooks. He also discussed jacklines, attachment locations, and the
operation of different types of self-inflating life jackets and their maintenance.

He encouraged the group to practice rescuing a person overboard, maybe using a fender, so that it can be
clearly understood how difficult it can be to see a person, even in a low sea. He also highlighted that even
if the person overboard can be seen, they can easily slip out of a lifejacket when they are being retrieved
if it does not have a crotch strap.

The next meeting of the Vancouver BCA Fleet will be on March 26 and it will feature Jeff Cote
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discussing Electrical Systems.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: February 2019

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-february-2019/

The Vancouver Island Fleet held a round-table discussion on Travel; Medical, Home and Boat Insurance
and various aspects of living in small spaces. It drew a large crowd of 20 sailors from 8 boats and a
visitor, Eric, who was introduced by Ken Newman.

Dave Wilson presented his new Dutchman boom brake and Gord Wolfe praised the stylish and practical
options for headgear from Tilly.

The Vancouver Island Cruising Experience (VICE) 2019 was discussed and there is interest from
members of the Vancouver Island and the Vancouver Fleet groups. All BCA members interested in VICE
are welcome to join the VICE group, on the BCA website, for more information.

Upcoming Education topics were discussed, including:

Abandon Ship: February 16
Healthy Bodies: March 2

VI Fleet’s continued discussions of a wide range of cruising topics demonstrates what a diverse and
experienced group we have to draw on this year.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator
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Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.

_______________________________________________
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Outboard Engine Maintenance

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/outboard-maintenance-2/

This is the second offering of this new workshop taught by Todd Kroll, GM of Vector Yacht Services Ltd
in Sidney.

The Outboard Maintenance workshop offers a hands-on approach to looking after an outboard engine.
This is particularly important when there is no service centre nearby and, most importantly, if the
outboard goes swimming…

Given that dinghies and outboard enginess are among the most important pieces of essential equipment
on sailboats, knowing what to do when something goes wrong is critical. Hoping the problem goes away
isn’t likely to be the solution!

Class size is limited, so register soon!

_______________________________________________
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Standing and Running Rigging: Maintenance and Inspection

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/standing-and-running-rigging-maintenance-and-inspection/

This course is intended for those who want to gain a better understanding of standing and running rigging,
including proper inspection and maintenance. Brent Jacobi of Blackline Marine will explain the basic
principals of rigging inspection & maintenance and offshore cruising preparation.

Going Aloft Safely

Dockside
Underway
2nd safety line
Bosun’s chair
Tool pouch
Messenger line

Standing Rigging
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Have you dropped and inspected your mast lately? Ever?
Where to get it checked – professional riggers – tuning?
How to check?
How often to check?

rings vs cotter pins, clevis pins, toggles, connections
swage fittings, blue dye vs microscope for cracks
rigging tape or alternates
Duralac anti-corrosive jointing compound
spreaders and chafe guards/caps, shrouds, tangs
mast cap and attachments
keel-stepped vs deck-stepped mast
halyard sheaves and axle pins
chainplates, stanchions, lifelines
windex, anchor light, antennas
radar mount, steaming light, and other accessories

Running Rigging

Types, strength
Maintenance (washing/rinsing)
When to replace 
Typical messenger lines and securing methods
Wear points, lines crossed
Jib car inspection and maintenance
Systems for cockpit adjustable jib cars
Winter/off-season maintenance.

_______________________________________________
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Fibreglass and Epoxy Maintenance and Repairs

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/fibreglass-and-epoxy-maintenance-and-repairs/

Learn from a fibreglass and epoxy expert.  This presentation by Matt Schinbein of Blackline Marine will
include:

Definition of a composite
Resin and fabric types
Damage assessment and proper repair techniques
Proper maintenance of a boat’s finish:

Anti-fouling schedules; and
Protecting underwater metal

Matt Schinbein has 16 years experience in composite repairs and 10 years as an instructor for Quadrant
Marine (composite and refinishing technologies).

This highly popular course was first offered in October 2017; it had a lengthy waitlist, so register today to
avoid that happening to you!

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Club Night - Thailand to Canada via the Philippines
and Japan

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-thailand-to-canada-via-the-philippines-
and-japan/

Jim Burgoyne and Lynne Picard sailed Quiver, their Vancouver 27, from Thailand in early 2009, taking
two and a half years to sail home to Victoria.

Jim was an editor at the Bangkok Post newspaper when he bought Quiver in 2001.  A few years later,
Lynne went to Bangkok to teach English. Having been friends back in Winnipeg as teenagers, it was only
natural that they met up… and, well, they hooked up. Lynne wasn’t a sailor, but agreed, maybe naively, to
sail back to Canada with Jim, learning the ropes along the way.

Share the final leg of their adventure as they leave the Philippines and head north to Japan, wintering in
Korea, returning to Japan and sailing the spectacular Inland Sea before Jim set off for a solo crossing of
the North Pacific. The land and seascapes, cruising experiences, food, history and culture were so much
more than expected, and the cruising friends and locals met along the way were astonishingly warm,
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helpful and humbling.

Please mark your calendar to attend this event. The bar will be open as usual.

_______________________________________________
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OCA 2019 - Eleven Years on the Old Man's Boat

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/oca-2019-eleven-years-on-the-old-mans-boat/

The second of the 2019 Ocean Cruising Adventure Series is a presentation by BCA members Jim
Shortreed and Andrea England.

By means of photographs, Andrea’s artwork and stories, they’ll share Jim’s preparations for sailing the
South Pacific aboard his Old Man’s 36-foot boat Island Prism and their serendipitous meeting on the
tropical island of Vava’u, Tonga. Adventure abounds solo sailing across the Pacific, island hopping
through paradise, all the while learning how to survive on a small boat. Find out about Jim’s non-stop
68-night solo sail from Thailand to New Zealand. Discover how to sail across the Pacific the wrong way,
see how Andrea found her passion for art reignited by cruising life and learn how to survive on a small
boat with no means to chill your wine. There’s also a love story.

Tickets are available online and at the door.  The price of admission includes a slice of gourmet pizza; bar
service includes wine and beer.

_______________________________________________
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